
TOTAL TOTAL 15m
SETS/REPS SETS/REPS

WORK WORK 30s
REST REST 15-30s

TOTAL 15:00 TOTAL 15:00
SETS/REPS SETS/REPS

WORK WORK
REST REST
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Require all players to touch the ball

Defender - close quickly, force poor decision/touch PROGRESSION one of the other players must rotate back PROGRESSION
look to recover the ball and score Use time/touch limit Limit number of touches

hold the defender, read then determine which Shown with mini-goals but can use the deep player should be an option thru movement
goal to attack dribble/cone goals also The deep player can make a run forward but

COACHING POINTS on either goal COACHING POINTS
Attacker - attempt to use an early feint to Under pressure in the attacking half

EXPLANATION

15x15 yds 

1v1 to either goal - passer

20x20 yds (per age group)

3v3 to mini-goals with center line
sends ball to opponent, who Goals are only allowed if at least

may score on either goal - if passer 1 player is behind the center line
recovers the ball, he can score

ACTIVITY 3 1v1 side goals ACTIVITY 4 3v3 with depth
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION

passer to the next gate, verbal/visual communication pressure

to next cone in "follow through" of pass PROGRESSION Defender - apply physical pressure (lean in), slide PROGRESSION
When working in 3's, look for 3rd man runs off the Create a timed game as attacker slides, look for moment to stick foot in Start with passive defenders, increase

change speeds - slow/fast fast/slow specific types of movements at the use arm to maintain contact w/ defender, keep is repeated
When working in pairs, look for passer to make run gates body between ball and defender Players are rotated through grids

COACHING POINTS on the requirements of the day - COACHING POINTS poke the ball out - 
When working individually, look for players to examples are dribbling or passing, with Attacker - use outside foot surface to manipulate ball, The roles are changed and the bout

10 yds

A set of pairs of cones (gates) are

2-3 yd squares

Players are organized 1v1 into a series
arranged across the field - players are of small grids - on signal the attacker

instructed to move the ball through the is attempting to retain the ball in the
gates (either singly or in groups) based grid and the defender is attempting to

SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION
ACTIVITY 1 7 gates ACTIVITY 2 1v1 shielding

TOTAL SPACE LOAD SESSION DURATION

90 mins

SESSION TIME
3v3 with depth

7v7/9v9 Week of Feb 24 2020

1v1 shielding
1v1 side goals TEAM DATE

TIME DESCRIPTION EMPHASIS/THEME
0:00-0:15 Individual touch warmup, dribbling, juggling, agility

Manage oneself - eyes + ideas, figure it out + fake them out, do it + 
did it work

7 gates

MANAGE ONESELF MANAGE SPACE MANAGE THE BALL


